Terminology. A tree T is a total function from 2 <w = Str into Str so that for any 8 E Str, T(8 0) and T(8l) are incompatible extensions of T(8). 8 E Str(s) iff 8 E Str and dom(S) = s. A pre-tree of height s is a function T: Str(s) -» Str where for all 8 E Str(s -1), r(5^(0» and T(8\l)) are incompatible extensions of T(8). For 8 E Str and A E W 2, 8 c A iff for all i E dom(S), 8(i) = A(i). Where T is a tree, B E [T] iff for some A E "2; for all «, T(A \ n) C B\ (i.e. 5 is a path through T). Where Tis a pre-tree of height s, B E [T] iff for some 5 E Str, dom(S) = s and T(8) C B.
Where T is a tree and ^E W 2, let where n = dom(S) -1. Notice: Code(r, A)(( » =? T(( ». Where T is a pre-tree of height < 2w + 1 and T E Str, dom(T) >:«, Code(T, r) is defined similarly. For T a tree (pre-tree) and 5 E [7] , let Coded(jB, T) be the real A E W 2 (string T) such that ,4(e) = i (j{e) -i) iff for some 5, c B and 5(2e) = /. If T is a pre-tree of height In or 2n + 1,
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dom(Coded(£, T)) = n\ so if T is a pre-tree, B G [T] and r = Coded(£, T), Code(r, T) is well defined.
We'll say that r is on T iff r G Range(r). Let r 0 , r x be an e-splitting of T iff r 0 , TJDT and for some x and /, {e}]°(x) and {e}^*) are defined and different. By "the least e-splitting of T", we mean that (r 09 T u x,t) is minimal. Where Tis a tree, let e-Split(r)« » = T« )); if e-Sp]it(T)(8) is defined, e-Spht(r)(5\0», e-Split(r)(5\l» is the least e-splitting of e-Split(r)(5) on T, if such there be; otherwise they are undefined. Clearly e-Split(!F) is partial-recursive in T.
Where T is a pre-tree, e-Sp]it s (T) is defined like e-Split(T), except that (1) all searches for ^-splittings on Tare bounded by s; (2) e-Split(T)(S) is defined iff for all T with dom(T) = dom(S), e-Split(r)(T) is defined. (2) insures that e-Sp\it s (T) is a pre-tree. For Ta tree or pre-tree, Full(r, 8)(r) = T(8\). (If 8 & dom(r) , Full(r, 5) = 0, which is still a pre-tree.)
THEOREM. Suppose / = {a,-11 < «} is a sequence of Turing degrees, and for all /, a 7 < a /+1 . Then some minimal upper-bound on I represents I.
To prove this, we use the simplest construction of a minimal upper bound on /. Fix (A^i <Oi so that for all i, A t G a,. Let T_ x = Id t Str.
where r e is the least r such that 7 7 26 _ 1 (T) is on e-Spli^T^jXr) and has no e-splitting on T 2e _ x .
A tree T is uniformly recursively pointed iff for some e, T -[e} B for all B E[T], All T e are uniformly recursively pointed, and so Tie-i =rT 2e < T T 2e+x < T A e . Let {B} = n e<tt [rj; whereb = deg(5), b is a minimal upper bound on /. We must show that B computes a g which represents /. Let (0 l tT 2e was defined by the first case;
J^
[r e + 1 otherwise.
/" (e) = 0 iff(e) = 0; /" (e) = 1 otherwise.
We'll let 8 G Str represent the hypothesis that 8 C /" . Assuming this hypothesis, for dom(S) = n + 1, B tries to recover {T e )_ x < e < 2n and ^4 W . (1) If 8 C/~ there is an 5 such that for all f > j, f*>' is defined, f*,* = f6 9 s = f tn+l^ T s,t = T j Str(; /j for _ j < e < 2w , where /^ is nondecreasing in / and approaches co for / > 5; furthermore for / > 5, F(«, 8, /) C ^4 W , and so U r > 5J F(«, 8, /) = A n . All this follows by induction on n.
(2) If 8 is cursed, there is an s such that either (a) for all / > s, /**' is defined and/*'' = / 6 ' 5 , or (b) for all / >s,/ S/ is undefined. Furthermore, in case (a), for all t > s, F(n, 8, t) = F(n 9 8, s). To see this, suppose e curses 8; by (1) there is a stage s 0 by which/**'' is defined and equal to ft e for all t > s o \ furthermore T$;L l = T 2e _ x \ ^\x{V 2e __ x ). Fix the least level / such that for some 5 with dom(S) = /, e-Split(r 2e _ 1 )(8) is undefined. In building T 2 ;\ B gets stuck at level /; so eventually B is waiting for e-splittings on T^L, of a string with no such e-splittings. So for some s } >s 09 for all t>s l9 T&'= T& s *. Clearly for -l<j<j'<2n, Range(Tf') C Range(7}?'')-So by induction we find s so that for all j < In and / > s 9 Tf>< = 7} a ' 5 . If T*> s = 0, for / > j, /*•' is undefined. Otherwise /*•'(*) = 0.
(3) If 8 is disrupted and / 5vS is defined, for some / > s either f Sj is undefined or/*'' ¥=f s ' s . To see this, suppose e disrupts 8 and select s 0 as above. Once / > iS 0 , T/'' goes to co with /, since e-splittings for eSplitX^V-iXr/'O = e-Split(r 2e _,)(T/' r ) eventually turn up on r 2e _,, and thus on T^jLx for sufficiently large /' > /; when this happens, T/^^T/^. Fixing j, for sufficiently large
We now view h E <o <w as a guess at /r dom(^) 
F(n, h-,s)< T A Q ®---
®A n < T A n ; thus (g) <M> < r A n . So either dcg ((g) (hk) ) = a w or = 0 = a 0 . Thus g represents /. Now suppose a 0 ¥* 0. Select DGa 0 . Suppose we revised our definition of(g) ( hk y(s) by requiring in the "otherwise" case that (g)( h ,k)( s ) D (s). If hT C/~ and the A:th block is of the form [s 09 oo], we still have deg((g) (^yk) ) = a n ; if otherwise and if h" is not cursed, deg ((g) Proof. There is an /' C / cofinal in / and linearly ordered; apply Theorem 1 to /' and notice that a minimal upper bound on /' is also one for/.
Questions. Does every ideal have a representing minimal upper bound?
Does a sequence {a t ) i<oi as above have a minimal upper bound which does not represent it?
The author thanks Richard Shore for fruitful discussions on matters related to the subject of this paper.
